
EPHEBIC INSCRIPTIONS FROM ATHENS 

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA 

D URING THE COURSE of a study of hands in Attic inscriptions of 229 to 86 B.C., 

I have discovered, among other things, an association and a join of epigraphical frag- 
ments found in the Athenian Agora. 

AGORAI 560 ANDI 6127 
These two previously published fragments may be recognized from their lettering, 

moldings, marble, and texts as belonging to the same ephebic inscription. The first was 
published by B. D. Meritt in Hesperia 36, 1967, pp. 65-66 and the second, also by Meritt, 
in Hesperia 30, 1961, p. 224. Each contains part of the opening lines of the inscription. 
Inventory number I 560 should be placed directly to the right of I 6127. Looking at line 2, 
the gap between the fragments at that point is about eight or nine letter spaces. The space 
left for the day date in line 1 then will be five or six letters in length. The only correction of 
readings worthy of note is that the final two letters of line 1 in the publication of I 560 
should be in square brackets; nu is the last letter preserved. 

The demotic of the chairman in line 3 is the same as that preserved in Kerameikos III 
A3, pp. 2_3,2 a prytany decree of the year of Hipparchos (1 19/8).3 This fact, the month of 
passage, Boedromion, and the major meeting of the assembly all make it certain that this 
ephebic decree was passed at the same session as the prytany decree. It is therefore now 
possible to restore the first two lines of the ephebic inscription as follows (for the rest of the 
text see Meritt's version in Hesperia volumes 30 and 36 cited above): 

a. 119/8 a. NON-TTOIX. ca. 113 

1 [E7r' I7r7rapXOV aPXoVTOs E7rL T ?s KIEKpo7d80S TPLT7?S 7rpvTavEtas ?I MoOX'v 
Moo-xt&vos flIatavE6 Eypa]MMiaiTEvEv Boq0poitW[vos EVaTEL] LffTa/.LEv[ov TE]- 

2 [TpaTEL Tv1s 7rpVTavEtas. EKKX?qct'a Kvpta EV T&)t OEaTpTW T&)V 7rpOEb3pv E7rE*f OLCUEv 
-ca. OVLOXV,k7r7Qov K]ELpLar o-v/7rp[E80pot' A0o]Ev Tre ,3[OVXEL] 

One surprising fact should be noted, namely the unusual thickness of Agora I 6127. 
The preserved thickness, which is not original, is 0.29 m. One of the largest known ephebic 
inscriptions, Agora I 286,4 is by comparison merely 0.175 m. thick. I 6127 also preserves a 

' The opportunity to work in the ideal surroundings at the Institute for Advanced Study has been of ines- 
timable benefit to this research. 

2 Republished by J. S. Traill, "Greek Inscriptions from the Athenian Agora," Hesperia 47, 1978, 
(pp. 269-331), p. 286. 

3I owe thanks to Christian Habicht for calling this to my attention. 
4 Published by 0. W. Reinmuth, Hesperia 24, 1955, pp. 220-239. 
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significant part of the pediment, thus showing that it was a freestanding stele. This in- 
scription honoring the ephebes of the year 120/19 was, the conclusion must be, a very 
substantial monument indeed. I have not been able to identify any other fragments of it. 

IG1 J2, 1006 + AGORA I 6310 
IG1 J2, 1006 has benefited from a number of additions and improvements in recent 

years: see especially those of Meritt (Hesperia 17, 1948, pp. 23-25 and Hesperia 26, 1957, 
p. 211), Mitsos ('ApX'E4 1950-1951, p. 45 and 1961, pp. 201-202), and Reinmuth (Hes- 
peria 30, 1961, p. 17 and Hesperia 41,1972, pp. 185-191). The last is a complete re-edition 
of the register occasioned by a major join. Despite all this attention, one fragment which 
does not belong has continued to be included in the stele. This is fragment i" in Koehler's 
edition (IG II, 471); it contains letters which have been published as the ends of lines 123 
and 124 of column III and all of lines 121 to 125 of column IV.5 The fragment was first 
published by Koehler. His drawing, IG II, p. 274, misrepresents the spacing and placement 
of the letters. Meritt observed in Hesperia for 1957 that "the reading [of line 121 of column 
IV] is not correct, for the stone cannot be so placed as to allow the beginning and end of this 
name to come together." Mitsos ('Apx' E4 1961, pp. 201-202) also noted the difficulty with 
the vertical spacing, and Reinmuth in his 1972 article in Hesperia acted on these observa- 
tions and moved the fragment down. 

What none of these scholars heeded sufficiently was the vertical spacing on this small 
fragment. The interlines, four in number, range from 0.007 to 0.009 m., a large interline for 
this type of inscription in this period. The interlines between names in the rest of the pre- 
served register vary, but they never exceed 0.004 m. and are frequently less. This difference 
in vertical spacing makes it very unlikely that this piece is correctly attributed to this stele.6 
The lettering too is not the same. There are three well-preserved omegas on i". All have 
finials on both sides of the "crow's foot" or "inverted V" variety; the cutter of IG JJ2, 1006 in- 
scribes omega consistently with straight finials which terminate in serifs of the straight-line 
variety. One, or both, of these serifs can be omitted. The hands differ; the vertical spacing 
differs. Fragment i" does not belong to this inscription. 

Meritt originally published Agora I 6310 in Hesperia 30, 1961, pp. 224-225. He rec- 
ognized it as part of a register of ephebes but, because of the presence of it" in IG 112, 1006, 
was prevented from seeing that it belonged there. I 6310 joins at lines 119-121 of column IV 
(Reinmuth lines 192-194). It does not join any of the other fragments. It does, however, 
provide the demotics of the ephebes from Oineis and Kekropis in column III. I provide a 
new text of the columns affected, columns III and IV (the letters on the joining fragment are 
printed larger and in boldface). For convenience, I use the line numbering of IG 112* 

I Reinmuth in his Hesperia article of 1972 refers to this fragment as "free floating fragment a." The line 
numbers in his edition are 175 to 176 and 198 to 202. 

6 The interlinear spacing can be seen clearly on plate 30 of Hesperia for 1972. 
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Col. III Col. IV 

107 Opa5v,8[ovXos][----------] []atos Fatov HIEtpatEV 
KaXXw f[---------------] 'ApwG-ToTE'Xq 'A4po8tat`ov EIEtpat[Ev?] 

'A roXXcw[v--------- ] 'AO'qvayopas 'A0rqvay0pov HIEtpat[EVS] 
110 M[f]vtgs H[]------------- 4Fct0v6n KptvoXacov 'AMaeavTE[v?] 

]]KA [---------------- E'VOV6KPLTOS OEatvE'Tov 'AXEp8oVt[oS] 

Zto[------------------os] 'AyaavaKTos 'EXawi%w[sj 
113 KaA[]------------------ STpaTOVLKos STpaToVLKoV 'AM4a6av[TEVs] 

---------------------] Ev0t'as 'AvTtLE'vov 'AMja6avTEV?s] 
?---------------------] OEO4?1M9os IpI)TOyEVOV 'A/Aaeav[TIEv] 

116 [----------- ---------]0s AiTptOS NLKO8'JOV 'AMa6avTE[v?] 

[O1VJL80q] 0,GEd0tXos 'IEpwvv?jov 'ACvLEtEV' 
[OTVEThoS] ZSX&p16s0o Awpo6E'ov 'EpotabrZs 

`A7roxXwvvui4s 'A7roXXwvvi4v 'EXatovtos 
119 [---------'Axa]pVfvg Ztog 2wocrvr5pov ^A ie 

[---------- (D]vxa(atog 
o 

lIv wosil6p[o]v'AC7qvtEV' - vXc~~~~o-~~~os' Hz~flvppog~ Hi'pp[o]v 'ACqvtEV' 

[KEKPO0]8O9 'AXE'1av8po[s?------- 
122 [-------?]pos' EmLElK 

AavT0 
?-------]vov AatbaA'l87s Aiav[Tos] 
-------]pov 'AXatEev NL'KavIpos [-------- 

125 ['E7rty]E'vq [----]ov MEXLrEvq MEX&Lrwv M[?------- 
AtZlbpoq A[z---]v MEXLTrEvs AlOmVCTlOSg A[-------- 
Atov[v]fo[s----- ]ovs v7rcraLtv HpWTapXO[s1 - 

128 TtMoyE'[v]s [---- v7r]aX,rriLO[sq 'AX'av[pos------- 
AZLM\?s 'AyaO[?----- 
Aacxn AtoZvvn'ov [? ] Missing: 

131 Ev'pv,l3tos MEd8wv[os----] 8 names and the rubric of Antiochis 
Factos MaacpKov MEX[tTEv'] 

fla -tKpa'T?sq 'AyaOoKX[Eovs - ---] 

134 'I7r [7T]00WTvr[0os] 
"Apo7ros 'A0po8t[a-1ov 'ACvq1tEi9] 
AEVO8LKOS Avati[a'OV----] 

137 e'I7r7r0KXos AtoyE'vov KEt[ptaL8cs] 

Line 1 10 (III). Reinmuth (his line 159) read KaXXwt[---] here. This was not an improvement over Kirch- 
ner 's more accurate M . . ts. The proper name Mqvts is an all but certain restoration. 
Line 111 (III). Reinmuth (his line 160) read 'HpaiAXis. I can discern only the indistinct shapes of kappa 
and lambda. 
Line 1 12 (III) . Reinmuth omitted the final letter. Kirchner placed it at the end of line 1 13. It appears almost 
exactly on the same horizontal line as Euboulos in column IV, line 1 12. 
Line 113 (III). After lambda Reinmuth read dotted chi; the inscribed surface appears to be gone where chi 
should be. 
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Line 116 (III). Reinmuth omitted the final letters. Kirchner placed them at the end of his line 116. They 
occur exactly opposite and on line with Demetrios son of Nikodemos of Hamaxanteia, line 116 of column IV. 
Line 125 (III). Epigenes of Melite comes from a well-known family. See PA 4812 and 4813 and the stemma. 
The space for the patronymic in this line cannot be determined until it is possible to bring the stones together 
in Athens. It appears, however, to be longer than two letter spaces; the restoration of Dios (PA 4337) as his 
father seems unlikely. 
Line 128 (III). Merely the tops of the dotted letters are visible along the break. 
Line 133 (III). The apex of dotted alpha is clearly preserved. Reinmuth read 7&)cTLKpaT?)s. 

Line 134 (III). The bottom of the first vertical of dotted pi is preserved. Only the tops of the other dotted 
letters are visible. 
Line 135 (III). Reinmuth (his line 177) read the last four letters of the patronymic and the first letter of the 
demotic. Kirchner did not see these letters, nor are they preserved on the squeezes available to me. 
Line 136 (III). Reinmuth again reports more letters than can in fact be seen. 
Line 123 (IV). The initial vertical of dotted nu appears along the break. 
Line 128 (IV). Just the tops of the dotted letters are legible above the break. 

A new edition of this entire register is needed with updated line numberings. I do not 
attempt it here because I do not have access to the stones and because the squeezes available 
to me are not entirely adequate at crucial points. Reinmuth's edition in Hesperia 41, 1972, 
as the foregoing will have indicated, is unsatisfactory on a number of grounds, but most es- 
pecially because he failed to give an accurate indication of the column lengths. This is not an 
unfair criticism because he had, with his join of IG 112 1031, the opportunity for the first 
time to measure the vertical space from the first line of the register to the top of the crowns. 
He could therefore have easily determined that the columns had room for about thirty-three 
names, if there were no tribal rubrics inscribed. There are, or rather, originally were, twen- 
ty-eight or twenty-nine names in each column. Seven names are lost in column I and about 
ten in column II. 

It is profitable to consider the enrollment patterns as revealed by several roughly con- 
temporary inscriptions which are either reasonably complete (as in the present case) or 
about which we have an exact indication of the enrollment from the text. The ephebes of 
123/2, the present text, numbered in all about 127, 113 citizens and 14 foreigners. The class 
of 128/7, in contrast, numbered 107 (line 89 of Agora 1 286 published in Hesperia 24, 1955, 
pp. 220-239; no breakdown of citizens and foreigners is possible), that of 119/8 had 141 
members (IG 112, 1008, line 55), 124 citizens and 17 foreigners. Almost twenty years later 
the class of 102/1 also numbered 141 members (IG 112, 1028 as published in Hesperia 
Suppl. XV, pp. 32-40), 101 citizens and 40 foreigners. The steady increase in overall en- 
rollment through the 20's is noteworthy, as is the increase in foreign participation through- 
out the quarter century.7 

STEPHEN V. TRACY 

THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY 

Princeton, NJ 08543-0631 

I See also 0. W. Reinmuth, The Foreigners in the Athenian Ephebeia, Lincoln, Nebraska 1929, 
pp. 15-18; this study, inaccurate in places and now outdated, is still a useful starting place. 
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